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Abstrac_
We reporton therecentprogress
inthestudyofSemiconductorDrift(Memory) Detectors
intendedforat innertracking
and vertex.ing
systemfortheSSC. The systematic
studies
and thecalibration
oftheexJstirig
detectors
and thesimulated
performancein the'actual
SSC environmentarehighlighted.

Introduction
This collaboration is committed to develop a vertex
and ar inner tracking detector for the SSC based on
Semiconductor Drift (Memory) Detectors.
We believe
that silicon drift detectors are ideal detector elements to
be used for the charged particle tracking close to the
interaction region of the SSC for the following reasons:
1. the unambiguous position resolution of only
several/.Lm in two perpendicular directions
2. attribution of hits belonging to different
bunch crossingswith a timing accuracy
betterthan in# and
3. theintrinsic
signalpipeline
withinthevery
volume ofthesilicon
drift
detector,

This contribution is organized as follows, lt starts
with a brief description of silicon drift detectors, followed by an analysis of rate capabilities of silicon drift
detectors in the SSC environment.
The main part of
the contribution describes the systematic studies done
on a multi-anode detector. The next section reports on
the Monte Carlo simulation of the silicon drift detectors
performance in the SSC environment.
.4. short list of
conclusions closes this contribution.
Semiconductor

Drift

Detectors

- Description

Silicondriftdetectors
are a relatively
new kind of
semiconductordetectorableto providevery precise
positionand ionization
measurements with a verymodest
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Figure I: Perspective
ductor drift detector.
particle are transported
detector surface.
The
manta to measure the
drift direction,

amount
detector
field of
ionizing

view (not to scale) of a semiconElectrons created by an ionizing
long distances parallel to the
anode is divided into short sagcoordinate perpendicular
to the

of electronics.
A perspective view of the drift
1 is shown in Fig. 1. In principle, the electric
thedrift detector forces electrons liberated by an
particle to drift parallel to the large semiconduc-

tor surface to the anode. The transit time of electrons
inside the detector measures the distance of an incident
particle from the anode,
ks a direct consequence of this electron transport
method, the anode capacitance is much lower than that
of a classicM semiconductor detectorof the same dimensions. The amplifier noise can be made much smaller,
which is the main reason behind the excellent position
resolution obtained from silicon drift detectors,
The measured position resolution in a test beam was
10/_rr_over a drift distance of 4000_rr_. These results _
were achieved in fact with external amplifiers which were
not matched to the very low anode capacitance,
We would like to stress that the maximum drift time
is not the dead time of the silicon drift detectors.
Due
to the fact that ali electrons are continuously drained
at the anode, silicon drift detectors have no dead time.
Electrons drifting toward the anode have their charges
screened by the electrode structure of the silicon drift
detector and do not interfere with the other signals or
with the signal processing at the anode,
Fig. 1 shows the collection anode divided into individuM pad-anodes.
The position of the responding
anode(s) measures the coordinate perpendicular
to the
drift direction. Due to the transverse diffusion, the dectrona produced by the ionizaUon arrive as a gaussian
shaped charge cloud in the anode region.
Ordinarily,
charge will be collected on more than one anode. The

Figure
2: View (not to scale) of two silicon drift
detectors placed in such a way that a particle crosses both
detectors and the produced electrons drift in opposite
directions with the sam, speed v.
The sum of drift
distances for any position of the incident particle is
constant and equals the distance between anode 1 ard
anode 2. The average of two arrival times gives the time
of the bunch crossing.

charge division method yields the position of the crossing particle in the second coordinate with a precision of
about 4% of the anode pitch. Thus, a multi-anode sillcon drift detector provides unaml"guous two dimensional
position information.
The position information is similar to that which is expected from proposed silicon pixel
devices. The multi-anode silicon drift detector provides
better resolution with four orders of magnitude fewer
read-out channels.
Rate

Capabilities
o£ Silicon Drift Detectors
In the high rate environment of" the SSC a silicon
drift detector stores at any given time hits of particles
originated at different bunch crossings.
Fig. 2 shows a
simple method to time hits in a silicon drift detector.
Two silicon drift detectors are placed parallel one to
another at a small distance.The
drift fields in rh,. two
detectors are arranged in such a way that electrons dzift
in opposite directions in these two detectors. FoLlowing a
simple calculation described in Fig. 2, we see that there
is a constraint for the sum of the drift times measured
in both detectors with respect to the time of the particle
crossing.
The time resolution of each drift detector is
better than lr_s. The mean value of the drift times of
the pair of drift detectors and hence the bunch crossing
timing can be determined with a resolution better than
Ins. We see that we have no problem with the bunch
crossing association in the case of a single particle within
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until intersecting the vertical axis. The drift line of each
detector points in the electron
drift direction.
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up and to the left until intersecting
the vertical axis
approximately at 1/4 of the total drift time. In detector
of the event of interest is the method displayed in Fig. 2.
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early enough in time, far enough from the anodes, would
minimum time over which digitization must be recorded
be near the bottom of this diagram. The space-time area
the one-dimensional
vertical time axis.
enclosed within the thick lines in Fig. 3 is mapped onto
The method of identifying hits produced at the time
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Figure 3: The drift of electrons in a silicon drift detector
can be visualized by drift lines on a space--time plot. The
drift coordinate is the horizontal axis, and the time is the
vertical axis. The two diagrams represent the two parallel
detectors drifting electrons in opposite directions.

drift
time. forThe
sum is will
simply
drift 1 time.
Hits
Hit "A",
instance,
drift the
in total
detector
diagonally
occurring out of time will add to some other value•
2, this intersection is approximately
at 3/4 of the total
In the case of several hits, with the projection onto
the time of interest there is the possibility that an
incorrect pairing of two hits out of time in two detectors
will mimic a hit in time of interest. Let us consider the
hit "B" in Fig. 3. The intersection of the drift line of
hit B in detector. 1 (2) with the time of the event llne is
called B1 (B2). Hits B and 'Bl are projected onto the
same point on the time ax;s of detector 1. Hit "C" in
Fig. 3 waz placed on the drift line of detector 2 passing
through the point Br. Again, hit_ C and Bt are projected
onto the same point on the time axis of detector 2. In
the described case hit B in detector 1 can be paired with
the hit C in detector 2 to produce an in time phantom
hit called Bl. Similarly, in Fig. 3 there is a construction
of the symmetrical phantom hit. The hit B in detector 2
can be paired with the hit D in detector 1 to produce a
phantom hit called Bn.
The probability for an out of time hit B to produce
an in time phantom hit after being incorrectly paired

__
-

where 5t is a combined time
time
is _'_ 2hit× X+/_drilt
""l"total
with area
the other
C from a uniformly populated spaceaccuracy of the drift detector (2ns) and t'a"_/et,,t,,t
is the

o,,,,.,-Figure

4: P+ mask of an existing 41 anode drift

detector

,

an anode and memory time of the detector. In the case
of severz[ particles produced at different bunch crossings
and detected at the anode during the memory time of _.he
silicon drift detector the analysis is more complicated,
In Fig. 3 we see a diagram visualizing the drift of
electrons in a space-time plot. The vertical axis represent
the time, the horizontal axis the drift distance. Hits on
the detector originating within the same beam crossing
are distributed
along a horizontal line. As they drift,
they move upwards along diagonal lines called drift lines

maximum drift time (2/zs). This probability in the case
of a single pair is about 0.2%. In the case of n. out of
time hits the probability of a phantom in time hit would
be n 2 times larger.
We can see that silicon drift detectors can operate
in rates producing up to 2-4 out of time hits per anode,
within the memory time of the detector without compromising the performance.
We may take advantage of the
multiple hit capability to decrease the amount of dectronics associated with the silicon drift detector tracking
system.
Systematic
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detector was manufactured in 1984 at TU Munich and
tested at the SPS beam at CERN. 2
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Figure 5: Cross section of the Silicon drift detector
the injector region. The z-direction is perpendicular
the plane•

in
to

optics.

The

spot

size was demagnified down to a 5_rn diameter spot.
The detector assembly was mounted on an x-y stage

Although the temperature could be read within 0.1K, the
temperature of the sensor might not correspond precisely
to the detector ternper_ture.
All the equipment was
bought with funds from the SSC R&D program.
Temperature
Dependence
Velocity and its Calibration

of the Drif_

The silicon drift detectors are quite sensitive to temperature changes. The drift velocity in silicon depends
on the absolute temperature as T -_'4. Due to the precision of the drift coordinate measurement,
silicon drift
detectors are sensitive to temperature variations of about
0.1K. Stabilizing the overall temperature to better than
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To measure the temperature of
the silicon drift detector a platinum thin film temperature
sensitive resistor was glued onto a corner of the detector.
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0.1K may not be practical.
Rather, it seems easier to
calibrate the drift velocity.
"
A, practical calibration ef the drift velocity must be
accomplished by simple and reproducible means, ideally
by pulsing an electrode at a given distance from the
_
anode. _ Such an injecting electrode was implemented on
., a silicon drift detector to be used in the U.4.6 experiment
k,_e at the CERN SPPS. 4 The injector is a small metallic
.,,<x,
gate deposited on the silicon dioxide present between the"
_"_"
field p+ strips, at the desired position. A cross section of
the detector around an injector pad is shown in Fig. 5.
The injector is a metal on silicon (MOS) capacitor. The
injection mechanism is related to the actual shape of the

Figure
6: Potential
energy for electrons calculated
within the dotted area on the previous Figure.

Experimental
apparatus
Most of the measurements
presented in this section
were performed
with a multi-anode
(41) linear drift
detector, shown in Fig. 4. This is a rectangular detector
made of 300/_rn thick 10 k_cm NTD n-type silicon,
The detector is 1.5 cm long in the drift direction and 1
cm wide. The lateral resatution is obtained by charge
sharing between 41 anodes_ spaced 250/_rn apart. There
is an implanted voltage divider directly on the detector,
located right at the center, above anode No. 21. The

potential energy for electrons in a silicon drift detector
with working biases. The shape of the potential energy
for electrons is shown in Fig. 6 for the dotted region of
Fig. 5.
The positive charge at the Si-SiO_.
interface causes
a downward bending of the potential at the interface.
There are many electrons confined in the surface region
extending up to the saddle point. The number of seenmulated electrons in this surface region is the maximum
that the region can hold. An additional electron falling
into this region would deform the potential energy upward and one electron would escape into the main valley
of the detector. (This dynamic equilibrium was used by
the program to calculate the potential within the detector
shown in Fig. 6.)
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Figure 8: Injected charge as a function of the amplitude
of the voltage pulse applied to the injector electrode•
Note the log scale for the injected charge,

Accumulated electrons are candidates for being injeered into the main valley of the detector. Let us as._ume
some negative charge is brought on the metallic gate coyering the Si07, by applying a negative voltage pulse to
the gate.A portion of the positive charges is neutralized
and electrons from the surface region are pushed above
the saddle point into the main valley. After the injection and the return of the gate potential to the original
value, the electrons are replenished from the path along
the z-direction. Thus, the pulse repetition rate may epproach 0.hMhz in the detector, without appreciable rate
dependent effects•
We have implemented
and tested injectors at a
distance of about 2cm from the anode. The size of the
metal gate was 45 x 125_m _. The drift field was 492

4

V/cm corresponding to an electron drift time of 3.8/_s.
Fig. 7 shows the waveform of the pulse-shaped
anode
signal. Pulse A corresponds, to about 25000 electrons,
equivalent to the charge liberated by the passage of a
minimum ionizing particle through the detector. Pulse B
is the prompt pulser signal applied to the p+ electrode
surrounding the collecting anode.
Fig. 8 shows the dependence of the injected charge
on the amplitude of the pulse applied to the electrode.
For small pulses, the linear part (on a semilogarithmic
scale) of the curve has a slope smaller by a factor of
10 than that of an ideal junction diode. We believe we
understand
the behavior.
For the detector calibration
Fig. 8 shows that charges up to
liberated by a minimum ionizing
into the detector.
The tested injection scheme
sidered by the collaboration. We

several times the charge
particle can be injected
is not the only one conhave a different injection

scheme for the drift velocity calibration in the e:dsting,
but not yet tested cylindrical silicon drift detector. We
are studying a third calibration scheme for the Mark-1
SSC silicon drift detector.
The dependence of the drift time on the temperature
of the detector was measured in the 41 anode detector
described at the beginning of this section• Fig. 9 _hows
the dependence of the drift time on the temperature. The
drift field was 278V/cm and the net drift distance 2.4 mm.
The best fit gives the drift time to be proportional to the
2•75 power of the absolute temperature.
Removing one
extreme point from the sets of measurements
the power
decreases to 2.5, which is in reasonable agreement with
the published value of 2.42, knowing that the measured
temperature is not necessarily the detector temperature.

The saturaLion of the drift velocity is a mixed blessing for the performance
of silicon drift detectors.
Although the ideal isochronism is compromised, the stability is improved and the effects of the external magnetic
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Figure 10: Drift velocity in a hyperpure silicon detector
as a function of the drift field at the detector temperature,
Correction corresponds to 300K.
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the drift time on the drift distance was performed. The
position of the detector was repeatedly moved one period
of the drift electrode structure, that is, 150#m..
The
drift field was 278V/cm and the temperature
300K.
The drift time was read on the scope as the edge of
a zero crossing discriminator
output which followed a
differentiated pseudo--gaussian shaping amplifier. We did
not have a TAC with suitable dynamic range for the
measurement.
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The integral linearity line is too straight to indicate
any deviation and is not shown.
Fig. 11 shows the
differential non-linearity,
that is, the plot of differences
of the drift time measurements for each 150/_rn. step. All
points are scattered about the fitted line which shows
a slope very near zero. The constant value of the time
difference indicates that the drift v'eloclty is constant
along the drift direction for the detector under study.
There are a few higher points at the short drift distances
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Figure 11: Differences of drift time for 150_m
along the drift direction.
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steps

At this point it is important to comment briefly on
the dependence of the drift velocity on the drift field,
There should be a simple linear dependence with the
constant of proportionality
known as the electron mobility. Fig. 10 shows the measured dependence.
The
measurement was performed for most of the points at
300K. At higher drift fields heating of the detector due to

,

the power dissipated in the voltage divider was observed,
The cross indicates the amount of the temperature eorrection. There are two important consequences of the
curve shown on Fig. 10:
1. The mobility is lower than the published
value already at the lower portion of the
curve (1330cm2/V8 as compared to
1500crn2 /V g).
2. We see a small saturation effect for the drift
fields as low as 200V/cre.

and one much higher point at the end of the drift region.
The non-linearity at the small values of the drift distances
is due to a non-ideal drift field in the anode region which
penetrates into the periodic region of the detector. The
voltage in the anode region can be adjusted to remove
this non-uniformity,
or a correction can be applied later
in the off-line analyses.
The non-linearity
at the end
of the detector cannot be corrected in hardware and a
software correction is required.
The measurement of differential non-linearities
plotted in Fig. 12 shows an interesting
structure.
The
measurement is similar to the previous one, however, the
step wa_ decreased to 50_m and only the first 4mm of the
d,,_ector was scanned. At the left side of the plot w_ can
soc again the penetration
of the electric field from the anode region. The most striking feature is the appearance
of 3 bands into which all measured points fall: Moreover,
there is a periodicity of 3 measurements corresponding
to the 150/_m pitch of the detector drift structure.
The
drift time measurement corresponding to the second position difference is longer than the third one and the first
time interval is the shortest of all. An explanation of the
structure is shown on the upper right corner of Fig. 12,
where the periodic structure of the detector together with
the light injection points are shown.
The electric field close to the detector surface does
nothave a constant component along the drift direction
as is the case in an ideal detector or the central part of the
detector

under study.

The drift field is zero right at the

Figure

12: Drift time differences for 50p_

steps along

the drift direction.

"

•, •

rectifying junction and 3 times stronger than the average
field at the Si- Si02 interface.
There is, however, a
large difference in the location across the thickness of
the detector of the charge liberated by our laser light ,oc
and by an ionizing particle, The absorption length of
900nm light in silicon is about 20pm , whereas a fast
particle produces electron-hole pairs uniformly across
the detector thickness.
The drift time differences are
therefore amplified with the light test. The analysis of
the effect for minimum ionizing particles is published in
Ref. 2. The error is about 5#m when no correction for the _oc
effect as a function of the drift coordinate is applied, and
can be reduced to 2/zm with a fine correction equivalent
to a non-constant
drift velocity. .... The effect cannot be
completely corrected due tothe fluctuations ofthe density _oo
of the ionization of a fast particle crossing the detector.
Independence
of the drift time on the
coordinate
transverse
tothe drift direction
In an ideal drift detector the drift time is independent
of the transverse coordinate. In a multi-anode detector
there is one constant per anode which takes into account
slightly different delays of the signal cable, differences
in the signal processing electronics, etc. There may be
other imperfections within the detector which may require
individual calibration of anodes and in an extreme case,
a complicated correction may be required.
The most
obvious imperfection is the non-uniformlty of the silicon
doping which deforms the drift trajectories and changes
the local drift velocity,
Fig. 13 shows the drift time measured on several
anodes for drift distances ranging from 0.3 to 5,Tmm.
The drift field was 33SV/cre. A more detailed analysis of
the data shown in Fig. 13 indicates that the drift velocities
for modes in the center of the detector are slightly lower
than the drift velocity closer to the detector sides. This
difference can be attributed
to the higher temperature
of the detector in the center due to the presence of the
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Figure 13: Drift time as a function
coordinate for several drift distances.

voltage divider implanted
detector.
The uniformity of the
after the adjustment
of
0.3mm) to the same value,

•
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36
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of the transverse

on the center of the

drift coordinate measurement
the first measured delay (at
and removing the temperature

dependence, was about 6_m.
It is obvious that a correctly designed silicon drift de..
tector should have a uniform temperature when properly
biased. The voltage divider must not cause temperature
gradients within the detector.
Independence
of the transverse
coordinate
measurement
on the drift coordinate
This is a complementary study relative to the study
of the previous subsecqon.
Multi-anode
silicon drift derectors measure the transverse coordinate by the charge
division among anodes where the diffused charge is colleered, Interpolation
among anodes leads to an increase
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Figure 16: Reconstruction
Accuracy fori and 2 hits
randomlyplacedwithinan Anode

Figure 17: Separationbetween the 2 randomly placed
hitswhen the reconstruction
errorwas small,and when
itwas large.

drifttime. This time evolutionof the charge cloud
accountedforself-repulsion
and diffusion.
The position
of a hit trackedto the detectorwas then driftedin
software towards the anode region.
The drift electric
field was cho en to be 600 V/cre (for a drift velocity of
the charge c_crs
of 8/.zm/ns). The software simulated
a gaussian sh tpb g amplifier with a shaping sigma of 20
nsec. Due to the diffusion and repulsion of the charge
cloud, the t/pical width of the gaussian si,gnals after
the digitizat;.on is nearer to 30 nsec.The output of the
shaping ar:lplifier was digitized in a fake Flash ADC in
18 nanosecond steps.
The yalues of the drift field, shaping amplifier time
constants and the sampling frequency were taken from
the drift detector to be used in the NA--45 experiment at
CERN. The parametersof the designwere frozen more
than a year ago at rather conservative values. We hope

thiscouldbe improvedupon.The method presented
here
isthesimplest,
usingthecenterofgravitycalculation.
The strategyof the Mon{e Carlo was to startwith
the generation of a single particle to compare the digitization for this single hit with that expected,
The
reconstruction
efficiency and accuracy were determined,
to judge the method. Two particles were then simulated
from the same bunch crossing to judge the interference
in reconstructing
each position and the bunch crossing
time. Two particles, however, from different bunch crossings were then generated.
Fig. 16 shows the error in the reconstruction of a hit.
Note carefully that the vertical scale is logarithmiC. Each
hit has an expected drift time; the difference between
this time and the reconstructed drift time is shown here
in nanoseconds.A bin of Insec herecorrespondsto 8
microns. 'The 2-hit case shows considerable interference

to run silicon
driftdetectors
fasterat the SSC, which
requires a higher value of the drift voltage and a higher
bandwidth of the read--out of used electronics. We used
the conservative
valuesagain to see the problemswith
thedetector,
The reconstruction
program would sequentially
scan
each digitization
storedon tape and searchforthe ezpec_.ed
gaussian-shaped
responseof a hit.The centerof
thegaussianresponsewas fitusingboth a simplecenter
of gravitycalculation
and alsoa chi-squared
miniraizationwith thefitting
program MINUIT. The resultwB_
compared to theoriginal
hitbanks.This method was repeatedlyappliedtoa givenevent,until
allsignals
over a
certain
thresholdwere found and subtracted.Some improvementwas found overthe centerofgravitymethod,
when usingthe MINUIT fitting,
lt isthoughtthateven

in the drifttime reconstruction.Fig. 17 shows the
spatial separation between the two hits, for two cases.
The first case (shown dashed,) is where the drift time
reconstruction
errorin Fig.18 was lessthan 5 nsecfor
both hits.The solidlinehistogramshows thecasewhen
thedrifttimereconstruction
errorisgreaterthan 5 _,.
_c.
The drift
timereconstruction
ofthetwohitsbecom_:s
poor when theirseparation
from e_ch otherislessthan
about I mm. With thewidthoftheoutputofthepseudogaussianshaperhavingan averagesigmaof30nsec,1 mm
corresponds
to about 4 sigma separation
betweenthetwo
gaussiansignals.
This istheseparation
level
at whichone
may expectproblemsto beginwith thissimplemethod.
We havepublished
s a detailed
studyofthedoubleparticle
resolution
showingdeterioration
of theresolution
onlyby
a factoroftwo at2 sigma separation,
ltshouldbe stressed
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Figure 20: Reconstructed
beam crossing time for two
hits in two parallel detectors from two Consecutive beam
crossings, for the correct pairing between the two detectots, and for the incorrect pairing.

that the tails Lu the 2-hit case occurred when the 2 hits
were again within lmm of each other. Again, it is anticipated that a more sophisticated
reconstruction
method
of separating
two nearby hits could be more usefully
applied.
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Figure 18: Beam Crossing Time reconstructed
and 2 hits in an anode
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Fig. 19 shows the contamination
due to incorrect
pairing of two hits in two parallel detectors.
The solid

beam crossing time for two

hits in two parallel detectors, for correct pairing between
the two detectors, and for incorrect pairing.

that a more sophisticated method would be expected to
give a smaller separation between neighboring signals
before appreciable interference results,
We see that the reconstruction method used up to
now in the software simulation is not the optimum one
and provides results inferior to the real measurements,
This "interference separation" also affects the beam
crossing time reconstruction.
Fig. 18 shows the reconstructed beam time crossing, for the case of 1 hit in an
anode in the detector and for 2 hits in the same anode. It is expected here that perfect performance would
show two sharply peaked curves at 0 nsec. It was found

background the incorrect.
The peaks near ±160ns are
under,low and overflow. The central peak is contaminated
at a level of several percent.
The background due to
incorrect pairing shows very weak structure. This will be
studied further, to guarantee that incorrect pairing in the
reconstruction between the two detectors does not lead
to systematic errors in the beam reconstruction time.
Fig, 20 shows the same reconstructed crossing times
for two hits, where the hits are separated by 16 nsec. The
correct pairings displays the expected time difference.
What has been demonstrated
then is that with a
simple m,'+.hod, a reasonably accurate reconstruction can
be made of i and 2 particles in an anode. The failures
even with this method are at the level of a few percent.
Thai Monte Carlo tracking was applied using ISAJET
mlnimu_ bias events. Table 1 shows the population of
each of tt_e detectors nearest the interaction
region for
one such Itest. 'We can see:
• The placement of the detectors corresponds
imat!'Jy to the same rate in each detector.
close: to the ideal si,uation.

approxThis is

* EverF detector receives about 40 hits over the detector, 0r
an average of 5 hits per anode. This number
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Figure 21: The distribution
of thenumber of hitsper
Figure 22: The efficiency
foridentifying
and fitting
a hit
anodeisshown,forISAJET minimum bias,
intheflducial signalin thepresenceof otherpileuphitsisshown.Here
areaofthedetector,
the method of identifying
a hitusesa centerof gravity
calculation
about a peak, and subtraction
accordingto
theknown amplitud_fora minimum ionizing
hit.
Table I: Hit countsvs. detectorpositionin a 8,4x
0.4cre.
2 detectorin 2_a for minimum bias events at
luminosity
of 103acmes-t
obtainsuch high multiplicities
a special
run of two
jeteventwas performed.
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Conclusions

.

• The systematics
ofthesilicon
drift
detector
provides
a resolution
about 10/_m in both directions
without
the useofa special
setofcalibration
constants.
To

.....
of hitsisonlyabout a factorof two higherthan an
acceptable
number ofhits.That means that rather
largedetectorelementsof 1,6cmx 1.6cm aresurficient
fora luminosityof I033cm-_8-t at 10 cm
distance
from theSSC beams. Fig.21 shows thehit
distribution
per anode in thisflducial
areaaccumufatedoverseveral
Monte Carloruns.We know from
the analysis
of the previoussubsection
that 5 hits
accumulatedduringthe memory timeof thesilicon
driftdetectorare too many. The remainingplots
are for now only of academic interest, to show that
the performance
of the detector deteriorates
only
slightly
with higheroccupationnumbers. This feahire,however,may become importantwith higher
luminosities
at the SSC in the future.The ability
to reconstruct
thesehitswas examined,and theresultsare shown in Fig.22. In the l-hitcase,this
efficiency is understandably
100%, dropping off by
approximately 5% over each of the next few hits, and
zeachlng a plateau at about 75-80%. To be able to
Th£s

research

supported
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• It is possible to monitor and to calibrate out the
changes in the drift time in silicon drift detectors
with temperatuz'e.
The calibration is achieved by a
simplepulsing
ofan electrode
on thedetector.

U.S.

Dept:.

improve the resolution
to GA_m , a specialsetof
detector
calibration
constants
isrequired.
• There isno problemwiththememory timeofsilicon
drift
detectors
used at theSSC at theluminosity
of
103"_
at a distanceof 10 cm from thebeams, k pair
of drift
detectors
solvescompletelythe "confusion"
problem.
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